
THE TRAIN STATION

A train station, railway station, railroad station, or depot (see below) is a railway facility or area where trains regularly
stop to load or unload passengers or freight .

Now, Information Enquiry For All National Trains Is Easy What is also important is to get to know the trains
between all the stations in an easy, user-friendly manner, as over-complicated steps should not turn away the
user. Depending on the layout of the station, this usually permits travellers to reach all the platforms without
the need to cross any tracks â€” the public entrance to the station and the main reception facilities being at the
far end of the platforms. And the whole process to get the information you want is very simple and completely
hassle-free. The platforms will often be raised or lowered relative to the station entrance: the station buildings
may be on either level, or both. Larger stations usually have fast-food or restaurant facilities. History[ edit ]
Broad Green station , Liverpool, England , shown in , opened in , is the oldest station site in the world still in
use as a passenger station. Many stations, either larger or smaller, offer interchange with local transportation;
this can vary from a simple bus stop across the street to underground rapid-transit urban rail stations. Because
of the vast network of railways, there is a huge demand to travel. The Garib Rath trains are also super fast
trains which also have Air Conditioned coaches as well, so that passengers travel with the least inconvenience.
The station was demolished in as the Liverpool terminal station moved to Lime Street railway station. The
trains are specially designed to reflect the utmost luxury to the passengers who choose to travel on these trains.
Other station facilities may include: toilets , left-luggage , lost-and-found , departures and arrivals boards ,
luggage carts, waiting rooms , taxi ranks , bus bays and even car parks. In contrast, the longest distance that is
covered by a train is 4, kms. Sometimes, however, the track continues for a short distance beyond the station,
and terminating trains continue forwards after depositing their passengers, before either proceeding to sidings
or reversing to the station to pick up departing passengers. Bondi Junction and Kristiansand Station, Norway
are like this. In large cities this may mean facilities available around the clock. The first is the level of the
tracks. It resembles a row of Georgian houses. There are a large number of trains that are searched about daily
by users who need to travel between many important stations. In British English , traditional usage favours
railway station or simply station, even though train station, which is often perceived as an Americanism, is
now about as common as railway station in writing; railroad station is not used, railroad being obsolete there.
Any small error can lead to a huge loss for the user, which is unacceptable. Some of these luxury trains
include the Maharajas Express, the Golden Chariot, the Deccan Odyssey and perhaps the most famous of all
the luxury trains, the Palace On Wheels. With more tracks, the possibilities expand. Its original part, seen here,
is just below the surface and was constructed by cut-and-cover tunnelling.


